
THE SPREAD OF THE RELIGION OF ISLAM ALL OVER THE WORLD

Muslim conquests following Muhammad's death led to the creation of the caliphates, occupying The people of the
Islamic world created numerous sophisticated centers of culture and science with of the Arab Empire during the Early
Muslim conquests, one of the most significant empires in world history was formed.

Indonesia has been on trading routes for as long as mankind has sailed the seven seas. Augustine, Florida is
the oldest continuously-occupied European city in the mainland United States, and was originally built largely
by African Muslim slave laborers. Experts predict Islam will surpass Christianity as the largest religion by the
end of the century. Today, there are nearly one million Muslims living in the area around Cape Town.
According to most historians, Mahmud invaded India seventeen times to crush the power of the Hindu Rajas
and Maharajas who were always busy planning conspiracies against him. Allah has disallowed Paradise to
one, who becomes the guardian of the affairs of the people, but does not endeavour to guide them and show
them the right path. Muslims entered Spain not as aggressors or oppressors, but as liberators. Between the 8th
and the 9th centuries, Muslim traders and travellers, began to spread Islam along the eastern coast of Africa
and to western and central Sudan. In general they were not forced to convert, but they suffered from
restrictions. Related posts:. Such developments inspired and encouraged missionary activities of the Sufi
saints of central Asia Qafqaz. Abbasid Period[ edit ] There are a number of historians who see the rule of the
Umayyads as responsible for setting up the "dhimmah" to increase taxes from the dhimmis to benefit the Arab
Muslim community financially and to discourage conversion. Islam, the main cause The fact is the only key to
the mystery of the spread of Islam, is Islam and its comprehensive and instinctive humanitarian values. In this
respect the Islamic empire was more tolerant of Jews and Christians than Christian Europe was of Jews and
Muslims during much of its history. The earliest Indonesians were animists. They were regarded as the 'People
of the Book', those who possessed a revealed scripture, or 'People of the Covenant', with whom compacts of
protection had been made. The Muslims in both cases did not abandon their religion; they were simply
massacred and forced out of their homes. The Prophet Muhammad was attacked by the loafers and simpletons.
Thus, the mathematical, chemical and biological laws are international no matter who has invented or
discovered them. Thus, divine religions are international. From Egypt, Arab traders introduced Islam to the
West into an area called the Maghrib which includes the present day countries of Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco. About one third of Africa is Muslim. O people of the Scriptures! Moreover, conversion to Islam did
not necessarily imply a complete turning from an old to a totally new life. Subsequently, several
confrontations occurred between the two armies, until in the year 16 AH AD 5 the battle of al-Qadesiyyah
with the killing of Rostam; the Commander of the Iranian army, determined the conquest of Iran by Arab
Muslims. Now, married to a rich widow, his former employer, he had plenty of time for such solitude and
reflection. Much that we know of Arab science was born from the minds of Jews, Persians, Greeks, various
Central Asiatic peoples, and the Berbers, but it flowered under Arab enthusiasm. Paul escaped from the Jews
by being dropped through a window in a basket in the Via Recta. Today, there are more than one million
people of Indian heritage living in South Africa. Since then, the Muslims were swiftly and thoroughly wiped
out. The pre-Islamic Arabs and Persians frequently visited the ports of the Malabar Coast to trade with
merchants coming from further east. Whatever the case may be, the Muslim influence in Indonesia is at least
six centuries old from A.


